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There are many projects in the crypto space and their number is
growing every day.

If you are having a life that includes family, job, friends and hobbies it
´s nearly impossible to follow what is going on at your favourite crypto

projects.

 Therefore we will give you give you a retrospective of our major topics
since the start of September:
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Cross-chain GAT and bridgingCross-chain GAT and bridging

In early September we announced a bridge for Game Ace NFTs to the
Ethereum Blockchain to enable trading of Game Ace cartridges for
example at OpenSea.

During the development of this bridge we decided to create an even
more powerful and flexible bridging-solution that
we can use for potential (and upcoming) features on Minted Vodka
creates an additional use-case for GAT and makes it bridgeable to
other networks (as wrapped WGAT)!

What Minted Vodka features would be possible with this bridging
technology ?

Bridging of other coins and NFTs to/from other networks (initially

EVM-based networks like Ethereum or AVAX)

Making GAT bridgeable to other networks (cross-chain coin as a

“wrapped” WGAT)

Additional use-case for GAT: all bridging has a GAT fee involved

Foundation for potential cross-chain trades on Minted

Vodka (e.g.  you offer an NFT on network A [bid], but want X coins

on network B in return [ask] )

This bridge will be available in October.

visit GAT Networkvisit GAT Network

websitewebsite
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Alchemy ArenaAlchemy Arena

By the end of September we
launched a Beta Arena. Over 10K

battles happened in Alchemy
Arena already. Smart contracts

work well & bugs have been fixed.

Arenas can be used for Farming
2.0/ gamified farming in the

future! We now look for crypto
projects who want to set up a

custom Arena in which players can
farm their token…

Learn more aboutLearn more about

ArenaArena

Alchemy Arena activity challengeAlchemy Arena activity challenge

It´s not too late to join the Alchemy Arena activity challenge! 6,000
GAT can be won. Click below to learn more

Check outCheck out

ChallengeChallenge
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Focus on NFT MarketplaceFocus on NFT Marketplace

Our NFT Marketplace Minted Vodka has always planned to be the center

First Game Ace dropFirst Game Ace drop

On September 6th we dropped  Game Ace:
World’s first NFT that you can play as a retro video game at BakerySwap!

Within a few hours we sold 665 Game Ace cartridges of this historic
NFT  for 1 BNB each.

As described above: the Game Ace NFTs will be bridgeable with
Ethereum Network in a few days. Meaning they can be traded and
played on Ethereum, too.

Read the full report on this Game Ace drop here

LearnLearn

moremore
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NFT Staking: CryptoSnakeNFT Staking: CryptoSnake

GAT holders can stake their
GAT to earn the second Game
Ace cartridge “CryptoSnake”
on Minted Vodka NFT Market since
Sept., 23rd. 

Visit the farming page to join the
ongoing staking – over 30% of all
existing GAT are staked there at
the moment.

Stake GAT forStake GAT for

CryptoSnakeCryptoSnake
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9,000 GAT added to community9,000 GAT added to community
reservereserve

Since liquidity at Bakery Swap is
very healthy Bakery pulled some
GAT/ BNB from the pool &
returned the GAT to us.

They are at the community wallet
now.

It will be used for challenges,
giveaways, community events… 

View walletView wallet
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Token burns ongoingToken burns ongoing

As you know the GAT token is deflationary and is burned constantly.

Also Toys NFTs and the Arena Hand NFTs are burned.
The picture shows the latest token burnings...

ViewView

TokenomicsTokenomics

Business DevelopmentBusiness Development

In order to expand the audience of the project and find partnerships for
mutual benefits, GAT Network launches a business development
program.

To begin a conversation with potential partners we start to work with
some carefully chosen business developers.
Possible cooperations are for example custom Arenas for other projects
to distribute their token or NFTs or a branded Game Ace NFT.

Read all details on the Business Development program here

Learn more about the BusinessLearn more about the Business

DevelopmentDevelopment
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GAT holdings of DevTeamGAT holdings of DevTeam

You wonder what will happen after the private GAT funds of GAT
Network Dev Team will be unlocked this winter?

We can tell you already that everyone can relax – nothing will change
since the locking has been pro-longed until end-June 2022.

The funds are locked behind a legal contract which only permits use of
them until end-June 2022 for example to onboard key partners, for
top-tier cex listing or similar important topics. Read more below the
link

LearnLearn

moremore
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New core team memberNew core team member

Speaking of the team we announce that a new member will join the
core team in October! More details on that will be disclosed soon –
keep an eye on our Twitter…

Follow us on TwitterFollow us on Twitter
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Roadmap updateRoadmap update

Our roadmap got a facelift and some new milestones. Make sure to
have an eye on the roadmap since we will add features regularly. 

You find it at the main page of our website (scroll down a little). We try
to put items on the public roadmap that can be delivered within a few
months + some major topics.

The rest is at an internal roadmap to avoid too much competition 

VisitVisit

websitewebsite
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BuybackBuyback

Lately we published a blogpost what we think about Buybacks of GAT
token and why it´s not the best strategy for GAT.

Nevertheless we bought back GAT on some occasions lately since the
opportunities were just too good.

These GAT were added to the community reserve for giveaways and
other community events.

ReadRead

moremore

 

GAT Network joins celebration of 1st BSC AnniversaryGAT Network joins celebration of 1st BSC Anniversary

In September we participated in an expo regarding the 1st anniversary
of the Binance Smart Chain!

It was a big metaverse event with the top projects on BSC.
Above you can see our booth that was visited by lots of users during
the expo.
 

LearnLearn

moremore
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TokenpocketTokenpocket

All of GAT Networks dApps are now available on Tokenpocket (English
version) – check it out!

The Tokenpocket team told us that listing them in the Chinese version
of TP is not possible at the moment due to latest crypto restrictions in
China.

visit GAT Networkvisit GAT Network

websitewebsite

Important blogpostsImportant blogposts

To keep the community up to date on our thoughts and plans we
published some important blogposts - grab a coffee and get up to
date:

What aboutWhat about

Marketing?Marketing?

What to expect from GATWhat to expect from GAT

Network?Network?

Building Arenas: Anatomy of P2EBuilding Arenas: Anatomy of P2E

GamesGames

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4523297/0/0/0/282993/962bbc52cc.html
https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4523297/0/0/0/283103/132dfc976b.html
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New video tutorialsNew video tutorials

New screencasts of GAT Networks products have been created by community members –
check them out!

Tutorial Minted Vodka NFTTutorial Minted Vodka NFT

MarketplaceMarketplace

Tutorial AlchemyTutorial Alchemy

ArenaArena

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4523297/0/0/0/283095/839a6eade0.html
https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4523297/0/0/0/283099/e2dd989251.html


New Special ToysNew Special Toys

2 new Special Toys joined the GAT
Network.
Special Toys are mainly
collectibles in our view.

Many of them also have a function
in Alchemy Arena.

The 2 new Special Toys “Recycling
Bot” and “Hodlpus” don´t have a
special function – but maybe they
will…

Recycling Bot and Hodlpus are
available in contests, giveaways
and are sold in Liquidity Deals or
Treasury Deals on Minted Vodka.

The earnings of LiquidityThe earnings of Liquidity
Deals flow into the liquidity pool atDeals flow into the liquidity pool at
Pancake Swap/ the earingsPancake Swap/ the earings
of Treasury Deals flow into theof Treasury Deals flow into the
game treasury of Alchemy Toys.game treasury of Alchemy Toys.

It will be used for challenges,
giveaways, community events… 

What are SpecialWhat are Special

Toys?Toys?
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Giveaways + ContestsGiveaways + Contests

As usual there are several contests
and giveaways ongoing or about
to start.   

View current contests and giveawaysView current contests and giveaways

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4523297/0/0/0/283119/1fa5128e66.html


Last but not least…Last but not least…

… the visibility of GAT
Network is
documented by
different rankings on
a regular basis. Here 2
examples of last week

 

Thanks for reading and have a wonderful day ❤︎
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